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The Illusion Of Time ~ Seeing Things From A Different Dimension 

(August 06, 1987) 

 

Waith: I see things through a different dimension. One of my greatest concerns is time frame. It is 

most difficult to respond to questions here from all of you where time is concerned, and I find 

this most distressing for myself because I want so very much to serve you and respond to those 

concerns that you have. So, this time now is giving me the opportunity to adjust myself to the 

way time is viewed on the earth plane and try to make the adjustments that bridge this gap, as 

the saying goes, between the way we see time here and the way time exists on the earth plane. 

 

A Discussion Of How Time Is Perceived ~ Everything Occurs Simultaneously 

(October 22, 1987) 

 

When there is no time, where does the aspect of Evolution come in? Somehow in my mind, if I am 

developing into something, it takes time. And if everything is actually at the same time happening, what is 

evolution? Or what does it mean? 

 

Evolution relates to the earth plane in terms of the physical, and therefore you will have a 

dimension of time on the earth plane that is totally unrelated to anything else in The Universe. It 

is this particular dimension that I was having the most difficulty with and still have a little bit of 

difficulty. 

 

You see, time is very fluid in The Universe. There really is no time, as you would know it. It is 

very difficult to explain it. We have tried, many of us from this dimension, over the many 

thousands of years we have been communicating with you on the earth plane, in an attempt to 

explain this phenomenon, have found it to be a most difficult situation. When I look into the 

flow of things, the energies, what surrounds all of you is an energy field, and to get a fix on a 

time on the earth plane, as I see it at my dimension, requires a little bit of ~ I do not like to say 

guesswork ~ it requires more precision. This is so difficult to explain to you all. Time moves very 

rapidly. It flows. It goes in waves. And it is almost as if you pull something. You go into this 

wave, and you pull this particular time frame. I am getting much better at this, understanding 

your time on the earth plane from this level. It is the only dimension that has time, as you know 

it. It means nothing. It really means nothing. 

 

Would it also mean that when we talk in conditional terms, that actually they all happen at the same 

time? They are like parallels? 

 

Yes. It is a very, very complex area here. Everything does occur simultaneously. And the levels at 

which a particular incident is occurring are a perception by the masses, if you will, or by the 

individual that has been purposely put together in a particular composition to achieve certain 

ends. So, the earth plane is, in effect, an illusion. 
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When you enter the earth plane, it is by choice to come on and learn your lessons that you are 

learning in other dimensions, and at the same time, putting your energies into a concrete arena 

and binding yourself with other energies to accomplish the learning of these lessons. It is an area 

that we have not been able to adequately explain to those energies who are entrapped on the 

earth plane. Once you come out of the earth plane, you can understand what is occurring. While 

you are on the earth plane, the nature of the experience limits your abilities to understand. 

 

Could You Explain What An Illusion Is In Your Terms? 

(December 17, 1987) 

 

That I cannot do at this time, my dear. It is something that would be difficult at this time to 

explain, for we have to break it down into earth plane understanding. I would say to you that 

that question can be addressed at a future time. There needs to be a higher level of 

understanding, which is why we are here. It might be another year, another two years, before 

this can be presented in a way that can be understandable by a significant number of people. I 

could give you some discussion of it. However, you would not understand it, and our purpose is 

to present material as understandably as we can, and we have a time frame, an agenda, if you 

will. I would say to you that illusion relates to the material plane, and that if you believe it is 

there, then it is. If you believe that you cannot put your hand through cement or wood, then 

you cannot. However, it is really not there. It has been created by the consciousness of all, and 

therefore, you are not able to understand it currently. 

 

We have purposely given much information of a confusing nature to you, for lessons to be 

learned, and probing of your own Self, and the shaking up of your beliefs, as have been given to 

you by externals. You must look within. Look to your guides to help you. This is what the 

scheme of things is all about. 

 

One Of The Conditions Of The Earth Plane Is Time, Which Is An Illusion 

(May 03, 1988) 

 

Is it safe to say that there really is not any time because that is our invention? There is only eternity. So 

these coexistences that we might have, could we say we are living one life in 1988, and one life in 1066, 

or another lifetime in the future, all simultaneously because time is really an invention of ~  

 

That is correct. And it is an area that many will be unable to grasp. You have a basic 

understanding of it for you know what question to even pose, you see, or that it does in fact 

exist. There is no time, you see. One of the conditions of the earth plane is time. It is part of 

everything set up for this particular dimension, so that there are, for example, different lifelines 

that you can be living in ~ let me see, I will give you some dates just as a reference point. Let us 

say you have a particular life in which you live until 1900, and you have another life in which 

you were coexisting in 1900, and you left one manifestation in 1900, and the other manifestation 

you left in 1920, and you may have started that manifestation while ~ let us say you started one 
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manifestation in 1900 and ended it in 1950, and another simultaneous manifestation began in 

1920 and ended in 1930 or 1960, or began in 1890 and ended in 1920, you see. 

 

It does not mean that your parallel lives run exactly according to the time frames that you have 

on the earth plane. It is simply that there are certain manifestations that need to be worked out. 

Also, the whole issue of past, present, and future on the earth plane is of a very limited scope, 

but we will not go into that at this point. However, your question, your observation rather, is 

correct as posed. 

 

Along the same line, I would like to question a little further on that. We know we have had, let us say, 

times that existed thousands of years ago. Now what you are saying is that even though we say we 

existed thousands of years ago in the different form, our same soul had a continuity through all of this. 

You are saying that thousands of years ago could be happening simultaneously with the life we have right 

now, which is two thousand years in the future. 

 

That is correct. 

 

Waith Discusses That Everything Is An Illusion 

(August 23, 1988) 

 

If all on earth plane is illusion, then “me” being separate from the one is an illusion? Therefore, me 

choosing to go on this path toward Oneness is illusion, and if I choose to, I could be One right now? I 

mean, this is a choice, to learn in order to serve. 

 

Yes. That is correct. Separation is a choice. Once there is separation there is a change in 

perception and you become vulnerable to illusion and it is the breaking down of the illusion that 

occurs. The illusion does not just occur on the earth plane. 

 

What is an illusion that is particular to the earth plane that isn't on another plane? What is another lesson 

that is particular to another plane that is not on the earth plane? 

 

I can answer a part of that for you. It would be difficult to explain what lessons are on other 

dimensions, for it would be incomprehensible to you while on the earth plane. However, all that 

is on the earth plane is illusion. Your encasement is an illusion. You choose to see the physical 

encasement, and of course where you are seated now is an illusion. It is not really there. We are 

an illusion. We are not actually here. ☺ We are here because you believe we are here, and we 

are a part of the illusion. We are an illusion to each other. The separateness is the illusion. 

 

So, we are creating the illusion by our beliefs? And acting as little mini-Creators? 

 

Yes. Yes, that is correct. 
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What's holding the illusion together? Is it thought? 

 

Illusion. ☺ ☺ 

 

Is everything circular? 

 

Yes. 

 

From Where You Are At, What Is Time? What Does It Look Like? 

(August 30, 1988) 

 

From where I am at there is no time, my son. It is part of what has created some difficulties in the 

transference of knowledge from dimensions other than the earth plane. For it is actually very ~ if 

I were to describe it to you, you would see ripples, and there is no beginning and there is no end. 

And again, it goes to that which we talk as infinite. That which is, as part of The Universe, flows 

continuously, and on the earth plane, time is simply another illusion that has been set up. It is 

necessary so that ~ you see, on the earth plane, there are beginnings and there are ends. Illusion, 

of course. And when we are asked, for example, when a certain event will occur, "When will the 

one and only true love enter the picture?" It is difficult, for we must plug into the illusion. And I 

have had, as many of you know, some difficulties in this area of time, as do most who are 

plugged into The Universal Consciousness, those who would be, as you call, psychics, those who 

are able to connect with Higher Selves. 

 

You might be able to understand this by thinking of your own meditations. When you go into 

your own meditations and you begin to go into an altered state, do you not lose consciousness 

of time? Do you not, when coming back from your meditations, marvel at the time that has 

elapsed? And while in your meditations you are not aware of time, but simply that which is. This 

is the way it is when you are not incarnated, when in the dimensions of the spirit. There is simply 

an awareness of what IS rather than what must be done. And it is when the spirit incarnates that 

what must be done becomes evident, and therefore constrictions must be placed so that there can 

be an understanding of that which is being accomplished at the physical manifestation form. 

 

Know that there are many other dimensions in which there is a physical manifestation, not just 

the earth plane ~ many other types of physical encasements that would be foreign to you except 

to know in this manifestation, in this conscious manifestation, that you would not be able to 

comprehend other types of physical encasements, but that when your spirit does take on an 

encasement, wherever that might happen to be, that there are some types of illusion that are 

needed. For just as the encasement is limiting, so too must be the experience, and it is when you 

go into altered states and reach your Higher Self and then reach The Universal Consciousness, 

whether it be in your meditations or simply in a higher altered state, that you are able to attain, 

you would lose this illusion. 
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Then, if we did not have a limitation of time and the earth plane, it would tend to make the earth plane 

experience not as valuable? 

 

This is correct. It would not be that which the earth plane has been set up for. It is very necessary 

for there to be time on the earth plane, as you know it. It is all part of the schooling and the 

lessons that need to be learned, for in understanding a sense of timing, one is then able to flow 

without time, you see. 

 

I have experienced time being flexible, though. Sometimes when you do not think you have time, then 

time seems to move very slowly, so that you can get done what you need to. 

 

It is that which you create in your mind. 

 

So, if you realize that time is an illusion, then you can almost flow with it. 

 

That is correct. 

 

And change it to meet your needs. 

 

What actually occurs, is that the time itself does not change. That is a fixed on the earth plane. 

The illusion is fixed. However, the illusion of that which you have to accomplish fluctuates. And 

if you begin to work with this in your meditations by taking that which seems to overwhelm you 

in activity, "Oh I have so much to do, and not enough time to do it," it is a lesson in learning 

how to take that which you have determined needs to be accomplished and work with The 

Universe and the illusion of time, and so that you can actually think that time has slowed down, 

for it simply means that you have adjusted your own illusion of that which you must accomplish 

and you relax about it. 

 

Waith, is that something like when you are in an auto accident and everything goes in slow motion? 

 

It could be very similar to that for that which is on the earth plane remains a constant. Each of 

you is the variable. And as we have said before, you all buy into the illusion, and as long as you 

agree to it, then to you the illusion remains. As soon as you alter that in your own consciousness, 

then it can, in fact, accelerate or decelerate depending upon what is occurring. 

 

And very often when there is a critical point in your manifestation, there will be one of those 

two events occurring, either an acceleration or a deceleration, and this is created by your own 

mind, and it is part of a protectiveness that comes also from the spiritual to help you get through 

a particular critical point, be it as you indicated an accident or some other event that the Soul has 
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taken on for learning. It is part of calling upon the spirit realm to help in responding to the 

illusion of the earth plane. 

 

Many Have Different Illusions Of Time And Space ~ Things Appear Differently To Others 

(July 18, 1989) 

 

I have been watching the moon, which has a beautiful either red or blue around it. I think that it Is 

moving very quickly, because my illusion is that one minute the moon would be, for instance, outside of 

this window and maybe twenty minutes later it would be way over there. Now, that would indicate to 

me that the earth is moving at a rapid pace. 

 

There are many of you who have different illusions of time and space and things appear 

differently to you than they do to others, and this is something for you to understand that what 

you see may not necessarily be what someone else is seeing, and based upon your own 

acceleration or your own energy field at a particular moment would determine the way in which 

you would respond to other energy forms and energy fields. 

 

Now the moon, as we have discussed in the past, has a very, very direct application to your 

energy form. It is, for example, now in the illusion at its full point, and for many of you this 

creates an effect. And remember, we have said to you, if you were to check back on our 

discussions, that you should track your own behavior as it relates to the phases of the moon to 

determine patterns in relationship to the moon. You, as well as many others, my love, will see 

acceleration in certain areas. Yes. Without going into any complexity ~ we will not ~ yes, 

indeed. 

 

A Discussion Of The Illusion Of Earth Plane Time ~ All Occurs Simultaneously 

(December 04, 1990) 

 

Understand that at other dimensions, indeed, there is no time. Where we are, there is no time. It 

is part of the reason when we are asked specifically for timings, it takes us a bit to do this. We 

have become much better at it as we practice it from this dimension. 

 

You see, the earth plane is a training ground that encapsulates time. It defines time. It takes that 

which is definable for movement from one point to another point by showing a definition in 

concreteness to it. You see, time in and of itself, simply does not exist. It is not there. All occurs 

simultaneously. However, in order for the parameters of that which is the earth plane to occur 

and be represented. there must be the time element. And thus, it is only an illusion, you see, 

time. 

 

For understand, each of you views time differently, and while you may have these clocks and 

these calendars that tell you that it is a particular time, each of you views the passage of time 

differently, the usage of time differently. It is used only as a standard by which to measure 
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completeness on the earth plane movement from one point to another. You see, it is an earth 

plane phenomenon. It is most interesting, you see, that when you are on the plane you think that 

the world, The Universe, revolves around the world in which you find yourself, and that all must 

occur as you know it on the plane, movement, for example. Movement is also an illusion, you 

see. It does not exist. Energy simply is. 

 

And, you know, we have discussed at an elementary level the concept of energy, that each 

simply is, and we will, of course, discuss it in a more advanced arena as time progresses on the 

plane. You see, as we use that phrase so often, AS TIME IS MEASURED ON THE PLANE, it is also to help 

us to keep our perspective as you perceive it on the plane, you see. So, energy does not have 

form ~ it simply is, you see. 

 

Waith Discusses The Issues Of Illusion ~ Of Time, Of Concreteness ~ Of The New Illusion 

(February 04, 1992) 

 

When you speak of the length of time that we are able to create for ourselves, what dimension is this 

taking place in? 

 

Time is peculiar to the earth plane, and it is created by the illusion. The New Illusion that you 

will find yourselves in will have a different perspective of time, length of time, shortness of time 

~ time. And it will be created by The Universal Consciousness, the combined experiences and 

memories of all energies who will create a new illusion where time is concerned. The new way of 

viewing time will have a bit more relaxation and flexibility in it than the way time is now 

measured on the plane. There will be soon on the plane the beginnings of this new illusion of 

time. It will be subtle at first, and then there will be, by many who are tuned into this 

phenomenon, that time is changing. 

 

Then would you say that time is really not time because by not having contact I have passed into a new 

interdimensional ~ (Balance of sentence inaudible) 

 

Absolutely. In fact, you are not quite all with us now! ☺  

 

When we think about time, we on the earth plane think about time calculated out of the rotation of the 

earth around the sun. 

 

Yes. 

 

That is the way we measure the time, but I think when you talk about time, it is a different time. 

 

There is no time. That has been one of our major adaptations to the earth plane during this time 

of orientation that we have had, these years becoming acquainted with all of you on the plane, 
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for when we have been on the plane with Mushiba in other experiences, we were able to work 

with time because we were in the illusion. When you are not in the illusion, working with earth 

plane time is a most difficult component, and we found that so many of the questions asked of us 

during these past few years related to time ~ "Tell me when this is going to happen." And we 

had ~ well, we made some attempts with time, and we have adapted rather well, and are able 

to plug into the illusion now in a way that will give you a connection where time is concerned, 

and it is done through a process of connecting with the physical earth's electromagnetic field and 

the way in which the illusion has been presented to you for time, the rotation, as you discussed. 

 

However, it is all illusion, you see, and there are many on the plane who are interdimensional 

simultaneously, you see. Part of your energy is in one dimension and another part could be in 

another, or two or three or four, and it works that way because the particular energy who is 

traveling Interdimensionally has at a spirit level been able to rid the constrictures of time. And 

even though there is adherence to time in this illusion, you are here in this time and this place, 

this part of you, but other parts of you are in other illusions now, you see. 

 

Time is one of the major issues I am struggling with. When you, for example, say the development of our 

electromagnetic field to a higher level, this is time. It does not happen simultaneously. It takes a number 

of reincarnations. It takes a number of training grounds. Isn’t there a sequence of events which you would 

call time? 

 

All happens simultaneously. Time is an illusion. Time is an illusion that has been developed to 

separate simultaneous, so that all that is occurring is simply an instant. (Waith snaps his fingers) It is 

not ~ the coming and going from The Universal Consciousness is an illusion meant to create 

separateness, meant to create the playground, meant to have some fun, you see, coming out of 

The Universal Consciousness.  

 

And in order to do that, to separate from that which is One and harmonious, there must be 

illusion that it is not simultaneous, that indeed it takes thousands of lifetimes to work through 

something, and therefore that is time. One lifetime, “I was here for eighty years.” Another 

lifetime, “I was here for fifty years.” And the total time, then, spent on the earth plane equals ~ 

it is an illusion. It is needed to maintain that which all of us have created as The Universal 

Consciousness. If we eliminated time completely on the earth plane, then there would be 

nothing. It would not be. It is part of the scenario, just as the chair in which you sit now is not 

there, but you believe it is. 

 

And it is my illusion then I am sitting on a chair. 

 

Yes. The illusion is that there is a physical encasement there also. 

 

I do not know. It looks concrete. 
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Well, it is. Illusion is very concrete. It needs to be. 

 

The difficulty lies in the semantics of illusion, what things are different to you than apply to us, to the 

western mind. 

 

Yes. 

 

If Time Is Not Real, What Difference Does It Make Whether It Is Time Or Not? 

(April 07, 1992) 

 

On the earth plane, however, time is real, and thus, it must be dealt with. It is too easy to say, 

"Oh, what is time?" That is a most philosophical question, metaphysical as you would call it on 

the plane. You are on the plane. You are in an illusion, and part of the illusion is time. You 

therefore must adhere to it, even though in other dimensions, time takes on a different 

perspective and indeed does not exist. If you were to go into the nothingness of which The 

Universal Consciousness is not there, there simply is nothing. Nothing. There is no time. The 

Universal Consciousness is an illusion. Therefore, once an illusion is presented, concreteness takes 

form in certain ways. And on the earth plane, time is one of those concrete issues. 

 

It has taken us quite, quite an adjustment to work into the flow of time on the earth plane, in the 

illusion, for we see the flow in a different way. It is why it is difficult to pinpoint us, "Well, what 

exact date will The Shift occur?" Anyone who would give you exact dates on Universal matters, 

things of The Universe, things of spirit, be careful of them. Giving exact dates from spirit is most 

difficult and wrought with error. We can give approximations. 

 

And for us, when we say, it is soon to occur, soon must be carefully interpreted, as many of you 

have learned. Soon could be several years, as you measure on the plane. But from our 

perspective, as we see the flow of energy, soon is immediate. When we say, oh, it will be quite 

some time, as you measure on the plane, it could be meaning into The New Illusion. It could be 

ten, twenty, thirty, one hundred, one thousand years, as measured on the plane. However, we 

have been able to bring that into a perspective. 

 

 It is broken. (Referring to the tape recorder) 

 You have to talk all over again. 

 But the other one's going. 

 Is the pause button on? 

 No, it was not. It says run. It is not. 

 

We will discuss the issue of why that occurred. Mushiba will discuss that with you. Let it go. We 

depart now. You see how easy that was. When there is a blockage, let it go until The Universe 
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provides a smoothing out. It is not meant for something to occur, even though you would say, "I 

want it to occur!" 

 

So, we need to have compassion for our finite perspective. 

 

Yes, indeed, you do. You must love Self.  

 

Waith Talks About Illusion 

(December 07, 1993) 

 

But The One itself is an illusion, so then where do we go? 

 

Oh, indeed, a topic for another time, my son. Yes. Being is illusion. 

 

So, there is nothing real. 

 

It is real because it has been determined to be real by those who determine it to be real. 

 

And then we believe it and that reinforces it. 

 

And each of us is that being who determined it to be real ~ the ultimate responsibility, you see. 

Each of us is responsible for everything, and yet each of us is responsible for nothing, for it is not 

real. 

 

That makes sense. 

 

But it is real because it has been determined to be real. There would be no sense in having any 

fun if it were not determined to be real. There would be nothing, you see, without the illusion of 

something, even if that is an illusion, that there is an illusion of something that is not coming from 

anything. You see? We would not be here. You would not be here. We would have nothing to 

do. We do not exist, and yet we fully exist. We have never existed, and yet we have always 

existed ~ all of us. 

 

I am ~therefore, I think ~ and therefore I am. 

 

A simplistic way of approaching it. Yes. Nonetheless, most valid. 

 

It is difficult to comprehend that whether we just take it the way you say it or we start thinking about it, 

then we may become totally confused about it. 
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Yes, indeed. Completely confused and yet completely clear, you see, without question, without 

judgement, simply acceptance of it. That is all. That is all ~ we all are. We are all here together 

and we are all here separately. 

 

We do enjoy finishing a session in a way that for some creates so much confusion. Just when you 

think you have it figured out, the old spook comes up with some other things that make you 

think. You know, it is all part of the Lightheartedness that is essential ~ that is essential. Without 

it, it is indeed a difficult sojourn in any of the dimensions. 

 

You Can Speed Up, And Slow Down Time 

(April 05, 1994) 

 

Are there any limits to the rate of movement on the physical plane of existence? We tend to think 

conventionally in terms of speed of light as a ~ it tends to be a limiting factor. Is it possible to use the 

mind just to follow space and totally overcome it? Or is that a real limit? 

 

There are no limits. Limit is an illusion. And the earth plane has been specifically established to be 

one of extreme in concreteness, a training ground in which an entity can come in to test their 

abilities to see limitlessness in everything, to be able to trust in The Universal Consciousness as 

being simply existing, and that there is nothing concrete. And thus, you are able, if you can bring 

yourself out of the concreteness of the earth plane, to simply see nothing. You see, this chair in 

which Mushiba's encasement sits is not here, but because you believe that it is, then it is. And the 

chair in which you sit, because you believe it to be there, it is, and it holds you. The concept of 

time exists because you believe that it exists. It has been set up on the earth plane of course. This 

is part of the creation of an illusion on the earth plane. 

 

All concreteness can be overcome. It can be completely bypassed. And there are many on the 

plane who currently do this, many who have come before you, many currently on the plane 

who in other experiences on the plane overcame the concreteness of certain earth plane illusions. 

Time is one of the easiest ones to overcome. You can speed up time and you can slow down 

time. It is a very interesting phenomenon. 

 

And we gave an example to those in Terra Lux who were creating this new space. They were 

joking about how time seemed to slow down, for there were limited numbers of them to do the 

work, and what was perceived to be a short amount of time, and they thought they would not 

be able to get it all done with the few in number who were volunteering to assist. And thus, we 

worked with them, and slowed down time. It was as simple as that ~ and speeded up the ability 

to create. It is a very common situation. You can do this with your guides where it appears that 

all goes very slowly and, my goodness, you achieve what you felt you needed to achieve and 

cannot understand that only one hour has passed, you see. But it is so easily manipulated if you 

simply work with The Universe. 
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All of the so-called scientific laws currently on the plane can be manipulated in such a way, the 

laws of physics, as you call it, and all of the quantum theories that are currently present in the 

consciousness of this illusion. All can be worked with. There is no limit. The moment you say that 

there are limits is when you are indeed limited. 

 

A Discussion Of The Illusion And Concreteness Of Time ~ Past, Present, And Future 

(May 17, 1994) 

 

This whole process that you described of coming to the earth plane and having past lives, present lives, 

and future lives, how does that work out in the light of the fact that there is not really any time? And do 

we have future memories, for instance? 

 

Well, understand that the illusion in which you now find yourselves has, as its core, time, and 

therefore time is real to you on the plane in this illusion. To say that there is no time is to dismiss 

the concreteness of the illusion in which you have now come into, and therefore, it would 

invalidate all that you have come to accept as real. Now, this is not to say that it cannot be 

done. However, in order to maintain the stability of the path, while working through the earth 

plane, there must be then the adherence to time and the understanding of past, present and 

future. The only way that you bring yourself out of that is by going of course into altered states 

of consciousness. 

 

When you go into the dream state, for example, you are able to connect with future 

incarnations, but also, remember that they have time dimensions, so that anything that you 

would experience while you are committed to the earth plane as a training ground will have a 

time dimension. You will not come out of the time dimension fully until you have finished your 

earth plane sojourn. So that even if you go into altered states, there is a sense of time, for you are 

still committed to the illusion of the earth plane. When you are committed to another training 

ground, there is a completely different perspective of the flow of energy. And as we have 

mentioned in other times, other dimensions, other training grounds, are able to view what you 

call time as a different way in which energy flows. There is a beginning and an end, for every 

training ground has a beginning and an end. It is simply The Universe that does not. 

 

In order for you to learn lessons, you must know that once you begin on a training ground, that 

it will end. If the thought that it would never end was there, then you would surely go mad. ☺ 

Recognize that distinction. And thus, you must buy into, as the vernacular says on the earth 

plane, to time. However, time can be manipulated, as we have shown many of you. Many of 

you have experienced in your own lives, that time seems to slow down, or time seems to speed 

up, and yet nothing really changes. It is your own abilities to work with the flow of energy. 

 

Time is not a bad experience. We have talked of time as being difficult for us, for we are in a 

different frame of reference in our training ground. And thus, we ~ in our own learning through 

this experience with Mushiba in speaking to all of you ~ have learned also of how to translate 
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the way energy flows in our training ground and the way energy flows in your training ground, 

you see. And as you begin to have higher awarenesses, you are able then to understand how 

energy flows in other training grounds, to make the difference in the frames of reference. 

 

Can Sequences Of Events About To Occur Be Changed By Just Changing Your Environment? 

(September 20, 1994) 

 

Yes, indeed. 

 

Do we have that power? 

 

Oh, indeed. You see, it is very easy to change the illusion simply by saying, first, "I am going to 

change this." So, you start it at the abstract. You put it into a thoughtform, and you visualize 

what you want around you, and then you go and do it, and you physically change things around 

you. And by physically changing things around you, immediately impacts the way things might 

have happened. 

 

Think of when you clean out your closet, and you are wearing certain clothing, and you decide 

that you do not want this clothing any longer, or you have not worn it for quite some time. You 

clean it out, and you say, “I am not going to wear this. It makes me feel a certain way." And you 

bring in new clothing and it makes you feel different. It makes you feel, "This is the way I want 

things to be." You have changed your physical illusion, and the way that others would respond to 

you, something as simple as the way you clothe yourself. You take that several steps further, and 

you change all of your environment, and that could include humans, and that can include 

anything around you. You change it. And then anything that was going to happen in the old 

illusion changes. Now, the issues that you are working with will remain. However, the way in 

which they look will change, and when that happens, often you are better able to respond 

because you see it differently, you see. 

 

Can one change someone else's normal sequence of events? By you changing your environment, can you 

affect someone else rather than yourself? 

 

Yes. You can do that. There are several issues at stake here. You must change your environment 

around you to be effective to your behavior and not another's, for when you do that, in terms of 

trying to affect another's behavior, you are imposing upon them and you are abusing power. 

Rather, you take it from the perspective that changing your own vibration, your own illusion, 

will have an effect on others, but that you will not be able to control that effect. And thus, it will, 

however, have an effect. 

 

And again, once you take on the mode of changing your vibration and your energy and your 

illusion around you, you must take responsibility for its impact upon those around you. It may 

not have the effect that you would want it to have, but it will have the effect that it is meant to 
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have from the Universal perspective. Oftentimes, changing the vibration around you is just the 

thing to do, for it breaks the cycle, if you will, of certain kinds of negative behavior that is 

occurring with those around you and can prove to be very beneficial. 

 

If, however, you arbitrarily change your illusion around you without seeking guidance from the 

Higher Self and your guides, and you simply do it for the sake of doing it, you could run the risk 

of bringing abuse onto another energy, because you have, in effect, imposed upon them by not 

doing this from the guidance of the Higher Sources. It is a very powerful thing. The changing of 

illusions is a very easy thing to do, you know. It is very powerful and can be used by The 

Universe to help an entity test their own powers and the spiritual use of those powers versus the 

abuse of those powers. Visualization is the first step, and then bring it into the concrete and 

physically change your environment. You may want to physically change your environment to 

bring about a greater sense of yourself. Many of you do this without realizing. 

 

Does the end justify the means? In other words, you may do something really not illegal, but the end 

result might be beneficial.  

 

You see, what you are doing is trying to manipulate, and that is an abuse of power. If you think 

at the first starting point that, "By changing this illusion, I am going to bring about such and such 

an effect upon others," then that is an abuse and it is not justifiable by any precept in The 

Universe. Rather, you simply look at the effect it will have upon you first, and then you look 

upon the effect it will have on those around you. You then must take that responsibility for the 

impact that it would have. And if it has, let us say, a negative impact upon certain entities, then 

you must take that responsibility. If it has an impact that you did not foresee, then you must still 

take that responsibility for you have initiated the change. 

 

The Validity Of Certain Historical And Scientific Discoveries 

(February 07, 1995) 

 

Well, scientists and archaeologists have based their theories on pictures that are in the graves in the 

underground tombs of various Egyptian nobles that have been uncovered. They show slaves, or workmen 

at least, pulling great stones on rollers, and so forth, and they expanded upon this for their theory. So, 

certainly some degree of building must have been done this way for the pictures to be there. 

 

Oh, indeed, the pictures, as you call them, are there, and they were planted. Think of this in your 

own perspectives. Sometimes, if you have the opportunity to draw something and you want to 

perhaps make a story, and you know that those who will be reading it may not understand 

completely the higher concepts, you will bring it into an elementary level. If you are an advanced 

teacher, shall we say, and you have beginning students, you know predictably that they must 

have allegory in their understanding of concepts. They must have a sense of simplistic pictures. 

 

Oftentimes, the teacher, sort of, glosses over the higher concepts because they know that the 

student will not be able to in any way understand the concept until a certain level of awareness is 
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reached. It is, then, the responsibility of the teacher to implant certain images in the mind of the 

novice. That is exactly what has happened. It is not a negative. It is the way of teaching. It is the 

responsibility of the master teachers that come from other dimensions, at specific points in an 

illusion, to implant certain types of information, to keep the earth plane illusion, at that point, 

moving along, you see. 

 

Would you also say that this is true also in the case of discovery of cave paintings that indicate that we 

had a barbaric period and an ice age? That would have fallen into the last illusion period, actually. 

 

Oh, you know, you must come more often and perhaps read the information we have given out 

so that you will understand that we have stated so often, and it has come through from other 

sources also, that we plant things. We bring in and we put something in an illusion and we take it 

out. We have stated that we can date things so that it appears to be a certain date, as you would 

know it in your frame of reference. 

 

Atlantis had a time frame that was quite different from what you understand now. There would 

be no information from most levels able to explain to you the differences in time. Time in The 

New Illusion will be very different from the way you measure it now. Thus, to use your own 

frame of reference, and say that this ice age must have occurred in the Atlantean time, or the 

time before that, or whatever, is inaccurate. It is not wrong. It is simply inaccurate. It is based on 

incorrect frames of reference and in, again, thinking that you have the correct frame of reference, 

you see. 

 

It is all part of the setup on the earth plane. It is to keep you out of balance. Just when you think 

you know it all, a new piece of information is added that makes you then step back and say, 

"Oh, I do not know it all, and how arrogant of me to even think that I can know it all." No one 

knows it all, ever. None of us do. The frames of reference change. They change on us. We have 

higher levels of awareness that we report to, who are in charge of the changing of the frames of 

reference. They do it to us to keep us off ~ out of balance. It is our responsibility to pass it along, 

just as it is your responsibility to pass it along to those who would need that. It is not a negative. 

It is the way of learning. It is the way of expanding your awarenesses. We each ask for those 

awarenesses that are higher than ours to help us in expanding our own awarenesses by creating 

the disequilibrium ~ just when you think it is safe. 

 

How many human encasements then will there be to start The New Illusion, or what percentage? 

 

We have answered that question for you many other times, my son. It is time, now, that you 

would perhaps read some of that which we have given to refresh yourself. We have on more 

than one occasion given that out. 

 

Why Are There Discrepancies In What Is Found And What You Say Really Happened? 

(February 07, 1995) 
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I would like to come back to these pyramids. If, for whatever reason, somebody drew these pictures, 

which are totally absorbed by the time which did not occur, then I must say this is a wrong approach. I 

mean, it confuses us. 

 

Oh, indeed. 

 

It gets us to believe that this is the way they did this. 

 

Indeed. And it does shake up your entire belief system, doesn’t it? 

 

Wouldn’t it be much better than they would really draw the reality? 

 

The reality. It would indeed, wouldn’t it? Yes, and then you would not be confused, and you 

would have all the answers. Everything would be clear and you would not have any reason to be 

here, in fact. You would not have any issues to work through and struggle with. Understand that 

those who gave out that information found themselves in that position of giving that information 

only because they had been through it in other lifetimes in other illusions. They too had been in 

the same position, as many of you would find yourselves, in actually believing at face value 

anything that is presented to you.  

 

That is rule number one on the earth plane. Do not believe anything at face value, for it is all 

subject to change immediately. You can make that change. You can create that change. The 

higher concept is that we are all connected to The Universal Consciousness. We are The Universal 

Consciousness. We make the changes. When you are on the earth plane, you are in a mode of 

what you call duality. Balance. When at the higher levels of The Universal Consciousness, there is 

Oneness ~ decisions are made instantly. You all make the decisions, but yet, you are in the 

concrete as individuals now, and yet you have made the decision for whatever is occurring. 

There is nothing outside of yourself making that decision. It is all done by The Oneness. 

 

Then we call come out and play our role, you see. So, you come, my son, and your role in Public 

Session is ask these kinds of questions, to place them on the record, and also to create a perhaps 

reality check for you. Bingo. For all of us. There are none of us who are immune from reality 

checks, as you would call them. It is all too easy to become complacent in your own field of 

reality, in your own awarenesses. Just when you become complacent, something will occur that 

will shake you and shake that which you believe. If that does not occur, if you are not shaken, 

then you are not growing. That is all right also. 

 

Thus, you must understand that there will be many who will be having constant shakings in their 

awarenesses as they continue to grow, and that is what their path asks for. There will be others 

who will move through the life in relative stupor, you see. It is all right. They can do that, for 

that in itself is part of the path. You must not judge any if they are not experiencing earth-shaking 
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awareness changes. You must not say to them, "Ah, you must be retarded in your growth." That 

is most conditional, you see. 

 

If you have taken on a path of acceleration, as many have now on the plane, you can expect 

constant shakings of your belief systems, challenges to what you believe. Accept, or not, what we 

say to you. It matters not to us. It is for you to make your own evaluations. We have said this 

time and time again. It is much more important to come to your own sense of understanding 

based on all the information that you gather than it is to block yourself into one particular mode 

of thinking, and therefore, not allow the freedom that comes from expansion of understanding, 

and the freedom that comes in knowing that you do not know anything. There is a sense of 

freedom in that. You can use it as an excuse, "I do not know a thing." 

 

But in reality, none of us know anything. We do not know anything until we return to The 

Oneness. Then, it does not matter. You see, the quest to know it all is part of the journey outside 

of The One. There is no need to know anything. Yet, outside of The One, there is the need to 

know everything. It is in that contradiction that most find themselves frustrated. On one hand, 

you know that you do not need to know anything. The Universe flows and all happens as it 

needs to happen. Yet, the flipside of that is that you must know as much as you can in order to 

know that you do not need to know. 

 

It is quite simple, actually ~ quite, quite simple, and yet quite complex. That is what it is all 

about. That is why you are on the earth plane. That is why you are here now at this particular 

time in the illusion change. The planet goes through the same situation as you do. The planet is 

intelligent. The planet knows what it is doing. It makes decisions, just as you do. 

 

The Human Kingdom is not superior to anything. No kingdom is superior to the other. All are 

equal. It is just built into the human condition, as a kingdom, that humans think they are 

superior. It is why so many entities do not want to go into The Human Kingdom because they 

see it beforehand and they say, "This is really not a very nice kingdom. I do not think I want to 

be in this kingdom." But it is a kingdom that gives extremely accelerated learning ~ very, very 

accelerated. That is why The Human Kingdom continues. There are enough fools out there that 

we can convince to occupy The Human Kingdom. We came into the Angelic. We plan to stay in 

the Angelic and never go into any other kingdom. 

 

It is time for us to depart. We have stated really all that we need to in this particular time with 

you. We would want you to concentrate on your gold basket of light. Make yourself a gold 

basket. You are a gold basket. You are unconditionally giving yourself to all who would need 

you ~ and the earth most importantly at this time. 

 

Our purpose has been served. Indeed. We now prepare to return to our dimension. We ask you 

to gather your energies and focus Self on the gold light and the purple and the white, the colors 

of the highest vibrations, and feel the energy around you now as we depart. We send to you all 
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now the very Highest of the White Light from the very Highest of the Kingdom of Amelius. 

Farewell. 


